Skill Level: EASY

Size & Finished Measurements:
32" wide x 28" long

Materials:
- Cascade Yarns® Pacific® Sport
  60% Acrylic / 40% Superwash Merino Wool
- 100 g (3.5 oz) / 273 yds (250 m)
- A - 1 skein of color #134 (Papaya) divided into 2 balls
- B - 1 skein of color #12 (Yellow) divided into 2 balls
- C - 1 skein of color #16 (Spring Green) divided into 2 balls
- D - 1 skein of color #137 (Blue Turquoise) divided into 2 balls
- E - 1 skein of color #121 (Dark Lavender) divided into 2 balls
- US 9 (6.0 mm) knitting needles or size to obtain gauge
- Yarn needle
Beach Sunrise Baby Blanket | by Shannon Dunbabin

Gauge:
13 sts x 29 rows = 4” (10 cm) in garter stitch with yarn held double stranded

Abbreviations:
BO = Bind off
CO = Cast on
K = Knit
St(s) = Stitch(es)

Begin Pattern:

Note: Yarn is held double stranded throughout.

CO 105 sts with 2 strands of Color A.

K for 3".

Change to 1 strand of A & 1 strand of B, then K for 3".

Change to 2 strands of B, then K for 3".

Change to 1 strand of B & 1 strand of C, then K for 3".

Change to 2 strands of C, K for 3".

Change to 1 strand of C & 1 strand of D, K for 3".

Change to 2 strands of D, K for 3".

Change to 1 strand of D & 1 strand of E, K for 3".

Change to 2 strands of E, K for 3".

Finishing:
BO loosely and weave in ends.

Thank you for downloading our free pattern. For more ideas and inspiration, visit us online at [http://www.cascadeyarns.com](http://www.cascadeyarns.com) and [blog http://cascadeyarns.blogspot.com/](http://cascadeyarns.blogspot.com/)

Find Cascade Yarns on social: